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- 50+ ISP including KRG
- MoC is the only provider of Internet to the ISP
- 14+ million of active internet user in Iraq
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Iraqi Cyber Crimes Law

History and Timeline

2011
The first draft law issued by the Presidential Council of Iraq in September

2012
International and local NGO’s and CSO’s launched an advocacy campaigns addressing the law dangerous

2015
The first reading of the draft law on April and passed to the second reading on August
Four parliamentary committees toke the responsibility to refine and edit the draft law

2016
Again launched an advocacy campaigns addressing the law dangerous and the law now on hold
The first draft law issued by the Presidential Council of Iraq in September
Four parliamentary committees took the responsibility to refine and edit the draft law 2015
Again launched an advocacy campaigns addressing the law dangerous and the law now on hold
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Partial Blackout
- Facebook, Twitter, Youtube have been blocked by Gov. in 2014 at the time of ISIS attack
- Gov. ordered ISPs to block some of the news agencies, regional NGOs, and porn websites

Total Blackout
- Since 2015 Iraq shutdown the Internet in the highschools final exams in order to prevent the questions leakages
- 22 instance in 2015 and 2016 costs Iraq USD 209+ million
- 2017 till July 16 times the Internet have been shuted down for one hour each time
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- MoC is the Gov. representative to regulate and manage the domains under .iq
- MoC privatized the registration with only one local ISP to be only through them
- There is no announced policy of who can register, or eligible to get a domain under .iq
- There is no announced prices for the registration
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